
DRAFT 

Minutes to 

TC1  EMC Management 

Technical Committee Meeting 

 

Place:  Seattle Convention & Trade Center, Room 602 

Date: 4 August 1999 

 

1.  Meeting called to order at 0700.  Members and visitors introduced themselves. 

 

2.  Attendance sheet was passed around.  Kimball Williams plans to send out 21st Century Robert's Rules 

of Order by the end of October, and have a few to hand out to new committee members at the 2000 TC1 

meeting.  

. 

 

3.  Draft agenda was accepted as is without changes. 

 

4.  No announcements. 

 

5.  Minutes from the last year's meeting at Denver, CO, was moved by Art Light for approval.  Bob Scully 

seconded the motion and it was approved unanimously. 

 

6.  Old Business. 

 

6.1  Charter Subcommittee Report: Ray Siu and Kimball Williams reached the threshold on charter revision 

and have a new proposal on the charter, which was passed around to the members for their review.  The 

charter was streamlined to the basics and then goals added for specific areas of the committee endeavors.  

Two goals proposed.  Goals are subservient to the charter, which has more open wording.  Comments 

received during the meeting: 

  -  concern about using word ("management") to define the word, shouldn't use word in title as definition. 

  -  what was the status of this proposal?  The proposed charter was from the TC1 subcommittee being 

presented to the TC1 committee and has gone no further.  If the group approves it then it would be 

presented to the EMCS Board of Directors for approval. 

  -  Another TC was looking at using bibliography as clarification of the charter.  The goal was seen as a 

simple way to change the charter in the future.  The goal is not a part of the charter. 

  -  Charter is a statement of mission, once you completed the mission then your done.  The TC1 will 

probably never be done with its mission. 

  -  Suggested that the last four words "for successful EMC Management" be deleted and replace with "for 

the following goals:". 

  -  The subcommittee struggled on how to get all details into charter statement (hence went with goals). 

  -  Dick Ford made the motion to accept charter and Art Light seconded.  More discussion resulted in the 

decision to amend the motion to continue the discussion and then vote via email since other agenda items 

needed to be discussed in today's meeting, too.  Amended motion passed unanimously. 

 

6.2  EMC Management Tools Subcommittee Report:  Mike Bogusz was not able to make the meeting so 

David Southworth presented Mike's written report which was passed around to all members present.  The 

report is provided on the TC1 web page under meeting status reports.  Comments made concerning report 

follows: 

  - paragraph 2, on suggestion to include commercial seminars on EMC, a comment was made that maybe 

TC1 could judge which seminars would meet the needs of types of training or judge which ones were good 

or poorly taught.  Ford stated, "There are a lot of short courses that don't deliver the bacon".  The ethics of 

doing this was a concern.  A disclaimer would need to be included with a listing to indicate that IEEE was 

not promoting one over the other to avoid lawsuits or other problems.  Maybe also include monthly EMC 

chapter meetings or training sponsored by IEEE chapters.  Could put a request for member's input on useful 



EMC training on the symposium survey form for 2000.  Dick made the motion for the symposium survey 

form to include a request on inputs to EMC training availability, Art Light seconded the motion. Discussion 

of the motion included that the survey list courses, quality, how recently taken, level of course (new 

employee/experienced engineer), and avoid list of 'stars' for legal reasons.  Friendly amendment was to 

have this request come from the education committee.  Ford mentioned that he also needed help and asked 

for at least three people help with the survey questions.  The amended motion passed unanimously. 

  - paragraph 4, regarding slides, Dick Ford can convert the slides to jpg format for easier downloading 

from web site.  Action for Bogusz to get slides to Ford for conversion to jpg file format. 

  - paragraph 5, regarding bibliography, there are still questions on copyright and IEEE use of the ABC 

video presented by Connie Chung.  Ford mentioned that the Navy had requested a blanket release to use the 

video and was refused by ABC, a one time release for use was granted.  It was recommended that EMC-S 

request a blanket release for use of the ABC video since it was so well done and explained the EMI issues 

with such good impact that it would make a great training video.  It was noted that all other videos 

mentioned were either Department of Defense (DoD) videos, which had not restriction on use, or company 

videos which it is assumed has a release to use.  Company-specific videos may have limited use at other 

companies, for example an IBM company video addressing how they manage EMC being presented to 

another company that may have a different philosophy or be in competition with IBM.  Action to Bogusz to 

ask Mr. Hoolihan, IEEE EMCS president, to send a letter to ABC asking for release.  Ford mentioned that a 

draft letter should be prepared that would indicate the excellent nature of the video and how it could be 

used effectively at various EMC gatherings and at companies to drive home the need to do effective EMC 

engineering up front in the design process. 

  - discussion of how to loan out videos included comments that it should be available to IEEE members 

and non-IEEE members would need to get an IEEE member to sponsor getting the video.  There needs to 

be value to being an IEEE member rather than giving away videos to anyone.  Another comment was that it 

was probably of value for promotion of IEEE to go ahead and provide the service to non-IEEE members.  It 

was also noted that holders of the videos should not be put into the role of requesting proof of IEEE 

membership.  Ford mentioned that he did not loan out videos but found that it was easier to just send the 

videos since he buys video tapes in bulk at 70 cents per tape.  It wasn't worth the postage to ask for them 

back, he said.    (Rebuttal from Mike Bogusz 16 Aug 1999 email: Section 6.2, How to loan out videos:  

Although Dick Ford felt that it was not worth the postage to ask for the return of loaned-out videos, I beg to 

differ. The time and labour that I put into copying the videos are definitely worth the postage. Aside from 

two well-used VCRs, I do not have the equipment to quickly reproduce copies of the videos for each 

request.  I have an "original" set of videos (although it is obvious that these are several generation copy-of 

copies) and two sets to loan out. If other TC1 members wish to assist in producing more copies, they are 

invited to take on this role.) 

 

6.3  Training Subcommittee Report:  Bob Scully, subcommittee chair, reported that he reviewed the four 

videos in the Bibliography listed on the web.  The review comments on the videos are: 

  - EMI: The Global Challenge video - not very instructive, more of a pitch for IEEE.  

  - ABC Chung video - best packaged for EMC manager.  Practical examples of EMC problems in real 

world.  Copyright issues already addressed. 

  - Silent Threat video - succinct and to the point but out of date. 

  - IBM Standards video - specific to IBM, of limited value to non-IBM EMC managers. 

Scully's comments on videos that they not be dropped on managers by EMC engineers but rather the 

engineer needs to captivate the manager in a meeting, one-on-one, show the video and than discuss it.  

Mailed videos with no personal contact will probably end up in the trashcan, unviewed, since managers are 

very time-crunched these days.  Scully recommended that TC1 pursue a multimedia CD-ROM approach 

which could be cheaply mailed to manager with a request for follow-up if there was interest.   

  - It was commented that we lack a 'hook' to grab the busy manager to peak his/her interest in the topic of 

EMC or get that person to sit down and look at a 20 minute video tape on EMC.  Need a closed room 

forum to trap them and teach them EMC.  We still haven't found that golden bullet. 

  - Scully noted that EMC management CD-ROMs or videos should not be sent out by IEEE in a blanket 

mailing, but should only be sent out by request. 

  - Ford mentioned that he gets some requests to send out the videos, rarely for still pictures, since the video 

is a self contained package with all the explanation. 



  - The manager that will pay attention to us is the one with his/her butt on the line due to an EMC problem 

on the project. 

  - Convergence points of the discussion appeared to be that need a good hook item on EMC that is 

downloaded from the web, follow-up needed from an EMC engineer working with the manager, send a 

copy of the request letter (for the video or future CD-ROM) to Janet O'Neil, EMCS secretary, to track the 

number of requests. 

  - It was agreed to move the discussion on this topic to email following the meeting since time was running 

out and there was obviously more discussion needed.  This informal motion was agreed to by all. 

 

6.4  Commercialization of MIL-HDBK-237 Subcommittee report:  Art Light, subcommittee chair, stated 

that there was difficulty in converting the Acrobat (pdf) file format of the MIL-HDBK-237 to a word 

document such that changes could be easily made.  An effort to scan a printed version died when Light's 

computer died an untimely death.  No further progress.  It was requested that a word version of the MIL-

HDBK-237 be found.  Action assigned to Southworth to find out from SPAWARSYSCOM or other DoD 

contact if there is such a version already available.  When this effort is completed, a draft will be distributed 

to TC1 members for review and comment.  Assistance in this effort is solicited from the membership of 

TC1.  Bob Scully volunteered to assist with the review of the draft. 

 

6.5  Web Site Status:  Southworth presented a review of the web site status, which is available on the TC1 

reports web page.  The web site is presently located at http://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/emcs/tc-1, but will be 

changed to http://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/emcs/tc1 in the future to be compatible with the other TC web 

page URLs that have been set up. 

 

6.6  Majordomo status:  Southworth presented the status as part of the above presentation.  The majordomo 

email address reflector has been used successfully in the TC1 communication throughout the year. 

 

7.  New Business 

 

7.1  Policy & Procedures (for TC1):  Williams noted that P&Ps were needed for TC1 which should follow 

the TAC Handbook in format.  Also, need to revise the TAC Handbook, which is posted on the TC1 web 

page in Word 6.0 format.  Williams requested volunteers to assist.  Volunteers identified: Light, Scully, 

Southworth, and Williams. 

 

7.2  Committee 5 year plan:  Williams presented a draft 5 year plan (see TC1 Reports web page) for TC1 

and asked for comment.  This draft plan was sent to Dr. Podgorski, TAC Chair, two months ago.  Dr. 

Podgorski sent back a revised plan with additional rows of information to be filled in.  The TC1 committee 

presently has no position papers but should consider putting together some.  The MIL-HDBK-235 noted in 

the draft should be MIL-HDBK-237.  TC poster sessions planned for 2000, and then every other year, will 

need volunteers to standby the poster board and explain the committee's activity to interested parties at the 

symposium.  A tutorial on TC1's electronic process to make all membership aware of majordomos and web 

sites is planned for next year.  Sessions on leadership and EMC manager training are other areas that need 

to be developed by TC1.  

 

7.3  Leadership Initiative:  Williams pointed out the need for officers to train replacements for their 

positions such that committees will remain active and effective when people move up or on to other 

activities.  This is presented in a paper that is posted on the TC1 Reports web page.  Request that all TC1 

members review this paper and provide comments.  A subcommittee was formed to address changes with 

volunteers: Dick Ford, Bob Scully, and Jeff Whitmire (note: the committee chair is a defacto member of all 

TC1 subcommittees). 

 

7.4  Symposium 2000:  discussion of above topics had already touched on items that need to be considered 

for next year activities for the TC1 and is summarized in the 5 year plan. 

 

8.  Action Item list:  First, an 'around the room' was done to see if anyone had any comments that not been 

voiced earlier.  Comments included:  there was a rich harvest of planning activities for the next couple of 

months, hope to contribute effectively, during email discussions on topics it is important for everyone to 



comment without delay since consensus needs to be developed with everyone's input not just the vocal ones 

- don't wait for an agreement to be made then make differing opinions which throws a monkey wrench into 

the works. 

 

Action Items: 

 

> 99-1   To: All TC1 members   

Subj:  Review, comment, and then vote on proposed TC1 Charter & Goals via majordomo email.   

Complete by:  end of September 1999 

 

> 99-2   To: Mike Bogusz   

Subj:  Pass slides on EMC Presentation Materials to Dick Ford for conversion to Adobe Acrobat format 

such that they can be downloaded from web page.   

Complete by:  end of September 1999 

 

> 99-3   To: Mike Bogusz   

Subj:  Draft letter and Request EMCS Chair, Dan Hoolihan, to send to ABC Broadcasting Co. for a blanket 

release to use the Chung EMC Video.   

Complete by:  end of September 1999 

 

> 99-4   To: All TC1 members   

Subj:  Use majordomo email to discuss and come to conclusion on EMC Training issues of how should 

EMC Videos be handled by TC1? 

Complete by:  end of October 1999 

 

> 99-5   To: David Southworth   

Subj:  Determine if a Word 6.0 electronic version of MIL-HDBK-237 is available and if so get a copy and 

pass to Art Light. 

Complete by:  end of September 1999 

 

> 99-6   To: TC1 Committee members   

Subj: TC1 committee members to discuss via email (Subj: TC1 Train Sub?) the purpose and intent of the 

Training Subcommittee (paragraph 6.3 above), and the manner of implementation of that purpose using 

Majordomo <ieee-emcs-tc1@majordomo.ieee.org> email reflector address. 

Complete by: Need comments from all TC1 members by end of November 1999 

 

> 99-7   To: TC1 Committee members   

Subj: TC1 committee to review TC1 5 year plan and provide input via email (Subj: TC1 5 year plan) using 

Majordomo <ieee-emcs-tc1@majordomo.ieee.org> email reflector address. 

Complete by:  Need comments from all TC1 members by end of November 1999 

 

> 99-8   To: TC1 Committee members   

Subj: TC1 committee members to discuss via email (Subj: TC1 Position Paper?) creating one or more 

position papers prior to 2000 Symposium for poster session.  Use Majordomo <ieee-emcs-

tc1@majordomo.ieee.org> email reflector address for email discussion. 

Complete by: Need comments from all TC1 members by end of October 1999 

 

> 99-9   To: TC1 Committee members   

Subj: TC1 committee members to review and comment via email (Subj: TC1 Leadership Paper) the 

Leadership Development paper that discusses orderly development of trained successors for EMC-S officer 

positions.  Kimball Williams presented this paper at the 1999 TC1 meeting and the paper is located on the 

TC1 web page, reports section <http://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/emcs/tc1/tc1rpts.htm>.  Use Majordomo 

<ieee-emcs-tc1@majordomo.ieee.org> email reflector address for email discussion. 

Complete by: Need comments from all TC1 members by end of December 1999 

 

 

reports/leadership.doc
reports/leadership.doc


9.0  Meeting adjourned at 0900. 

 

Minutes submitted by:  David Southworth, TC1 Secretary  (d.southworth@ieee.org) 
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